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winter pruning

B!"#$%& N'(#)

Earthlings

Earthlings -
Muttering !under

-

colors of dawn … / beyond the brush pile / the fox’s 
black ears

Journeys: An Anthology of International Haibun -
x8&". Glossy 

-
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!e Sacred in Contemporary Haiku
x

-
ers

!e Sacred 
in Contemporary Haiku -

!e Sacred

-

in our breath / this bitter night— / the milky way - Harter

De"ection
29 pages; 5'"x

-

-

-

-
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Spring Rain Winter Snow, by Edward J. Rielly, illustrations by Angelina 

9"x

  

Spring Rain Winter Snow
-

October 
moon: / among the pumpkin vines / small footprints

Something Out of Nothing
Moon Press, 2014). 162 pages; 7'"x

-

Impressions Octave -
x

Toward harvest’s end: / 
Starting to look at the vines / with the pruner’s eye

She swims nakedly / between the 
Moon & Venus— / She likes the waters
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A Compendium of Glimpses

-

-

!e Cry of the Duck Egg Seller
-

pagoda sunset / in time to see / incense ash fall

Clouds Come and Go
x8'". Matte tan 

Clouds

-

too o(en
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Not Like Fred and Ginger
Moon Press, 2014). 22 pages; 4"x -

-

Chester Creek Ravine, by Bart Sutter (Minneapolis, Minn.: Nodin Press, 
2015). 81 pages; 4'"x

-

-

-

Introduction to Haiku To my right, a log rots: / 
To my le#, a cloud of pale / Blue forget-me-nots.

their names
pages; 3"x an eye 

x4&". 
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-

represent.

this pine’s
put out
an eye

Lost in the Long White Cloud -
berry Books, 2014). 208 pages; 5'"x -

booksellers 

deeply personal book. !e sun sets / yes / she is the one

Into the Light -
ers Press, 2014). 48 pages; 5'"x

-

-
-
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Alone on a Wild Coast

-

even in a sparrow / I 
see only you / seeing me


